AIIS QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER (Q).
American Institute of Indian Studies, New Delhi
<India> <Area Studies>
Library has : 1975-1977
[001]

ABSTRACTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY (B/Y).
Baywood Publishing, Farmingdale, N Y 11735
<Anthropology> <Abstracts>
Library has : 1977/78(7)-1980/81(10),1985(12)
[002]

ACCESSION LIST, BANGLADESH (H/Y).
Library of Congress Office, New Delhi
<Bibliography> <Bangladesh>
Library has : 1972(1)-1975(4)
[003]

ACCESSION LIST, NEPAL (H/Y).
Library of Congress Office, New Delhi
<Bibliography> <Nepal>
Library has : 1973(8)-1975(10)
[004]

ACCESSION LIST, SRI LANKA (H/Y).
Library of Congress Office, New Delhi
<Bibliography> <Sri Lanka>
Library has : 1973(7)-1975(9)
[005]

ACCESSION LIST, INDIA (H/Y).
Library of Congress Office, New Delhi
<Bibliography> <India>
Library has : 1973(12)-1975(14)
[006]

ACCESSION LIST, SOUTH ASIA (M).
Library of Congress Office, New Delhi
<Bibliography> <Asia>
Library has : 1981(1)-1996(15)
[007]

Administrator
Library Has vol. 1976 (21) -1978 (23)

AFRICA (Q).
Journal of the International African Institute, Paris
<Africa> <Area Studies>
Library has : 1978(48)-1979(49)2-4,1981(51)2-4,1985(55)-1987(57)
[008]
AFRICAN AFFAIRS (Q).
Royal African Society, London
<Africa> <Area Studies>
Library has: 1978(77)306–1979(78)313, 1985(84)334–1986(85)341
[009]

AFRICAN SOCIAL RESEARCH (H/Y).
Institute for African Studies, University of Zambia, Lusaka
<Africa> <Area Studies>
Library has: 1978(25)–1980(30)
[010]

AGRICULTURAL SITUATION IN INDIA (M).
Directorate of Economics & Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture, 2E/3, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110 001
<Agriculture> <Statistics> <India>
[011]

AITIHASIKA BENGALI JOURNAL IN HISTORY (Q).
20/4 New Santoshpur Main Road, Calcutta 700 075
<History>
[012]

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST (Q).
American Anthropological Association, 1703 New Hampshire Avenue, Washington D C 20009
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1981(83)–1996(98) – 1998 (100)3 +
[013]

AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW (5/Y).
American Economic Association, Tennessee
<Economics>
[014]

AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW (5/Y).
American Historical Association, Washington
<History>
Library has: 1994(99)–1996(101) +
[015]

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (Q).
Midwest Conference of Political Scientists, Detroit
<Political Science>
Library has: 1978(22)–1980(24)
[016]
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY (B/M).
    University of Chicago Press, 5720 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago
    <Sociology>
    Library has : 1978(83)-1979(84)
[017]

AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW (Q).
    American Political Science Association, Washington
    <Political Science>
    Library has : 1974(68)-1981(75),1986(80)-1996(90) +
[018]

AMERICAN POLITICS QUARTERLY (Q).
    Sage Publications, Newbury Park, CA 91320
    <Political Science>
    Library has : 1978(6)-1979(7)3,4,1980(8)-1981(91)-2
[019]

AMERICAN REVIEW (Q).
    Japanese Association for American Studies, Tokyo
    <Social Sciences>
    Library has : 1977(21)-1990(34)1,3,4
[020]

AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW (B/M).
    American Sociological Association, 1722 N Street, Washington 20036
    <Sociology>
    Library has : 1978(43)-1980(45)
[021]

ANNALS OF LIBRARY SCIENCE (Q).
    Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre, New Delhi 110 067
    <Library Science>
    Library has : 1973(20)-1982(29)
[022]

ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (B/M).
    American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, Washington
    <Social Sciences>
    Library has : 1978(435)-1979(446)
[023]

ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS.
    Association of American Geographers, Washington
    <Geography> <Area Studies>
    Library has : 1975(65)1,2,,4,1978(68),1988(78)-1996(86) +
[024]

ANNALS OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GEOGRAPHERS, INDIA (H/Y).
    National Association of Geographers, India, Gandhi Bhavan, Delhi
    University, Delhi
    <Geography>
ANTHROPOLOGICAL QUARTERLY (Q).
   Catholic University of America Press, 620 Michigan Avenue,
   Washington DC 20064
   <Anthropology>

ANTIPODE (Q).
   Basil Blackwell, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF
   <Geography>
   Library has: 1980(12)-1994(26) +

ARCHIVE ORIENTALNI (Q).
   Journal of African and Asian Studies, Published by Oriental
   Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences
   <Asia> <Africa> <Area Studies>
   Library has: 1979(47)-1996(64) +

AREA (Q).
   Institute of British Geographers, London
   <Geography> <Area Studies>
   Library has: 1989(21)-1995(27)

ART HISTORY (5/Y).
   <History>
   Library has: 2000(23) +

ARTHA SUCHI (Q).
   National Council of Applied Economic Research, 11 Indraprastha
   Estate, New Delhi 110 002
   <Economics>
   (10)-1995/96(13) +

ARTHA VIJNANA (Q).
   Journal of the Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics,
   Pune 411 004
   <Economics> <Political Science>
ASIAN STUDIES (H/Y).
Netaji Institute for Asian Studies, Woodburn Park, Calcutta 700 020
<Asia> <Area Studies>
Library has : 1984(2)-1996(14) +
[033]

ASIAN SURVEY (M).
University of California Press, Berkley
<Political Science> <Sociology> <Asia> <Area Studies>
[034]

ASIAN STUDIES (H/Y).
Library has : 1995(13) +
[035]

AUSSEN POLITIK (Q).
Verlag GmbH, HartwicusstraBe, 3 D-22087 Hamburg
<Sociology> <Political Science>
Library has : 1981(32)1,3-4,1982(33)-1986(37)1-3,1987(38)-1996(47) +
[036]

BALANCE OF PAYMENT STATISTICS (M).
International Monetary Fund, Washington
<Economic Conditions> <Statistics>
[037]

BANGLADESH DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (Q).
Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies, Dacca
<Economics> <Political Science>
Library has : 1978(6)1,2,4,1979(7)1-2,1980(8)-1994(22) +
[038]

BANGLADESH ECONOMIC REVIEW (Q).
Bangladesh Institute of Development Economics, Dhaka
<Economics> <Political Science>
Library has : 1973(1)
[039]

BAROMAS : BENGALI JOURNAL (Q).
63C Mahanirban Road, Calcutta 700 029
<Literature> <Social Sciences>
Library has : 1984-1996 +
[040]

BENGAL PAST AND PRESENT; A JOURNAL OF MODERN INDIAN AND ASIAN HISTORY (H/Y).
Calcutta Historical Society, Ballygaunge Circular Road, Calcutta
BHAGIRATH (Q).
   Central Water Commission, Ministry of Irrigation, New Delhi
   <Water Management>
   Library has: 1980(27)1,2,4,1981(28) [042]

BIBLIO (Bi/M).
Library has: 2000(7) [043]

BOOK REVIEW (B/M).
   Book Review Literary Trust, 239 Vasant Enclave, New Delhi 110 057
   <Bibliography> <Book Reviews>
   Library has: 1980/81(5)-1985/86(10)1,2,1987(11)-1994(18)1-3 + [044]

BRITISH JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (Q).
   Cambridge University Press, Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU
   <Political Science>
   Library has: 1974(4),1986(16)-1991(21) [045]

BRITISH JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY (Q).
   London School of Economics, Routledge, 11 New Fetter Lane, London
   EC4P 4EE
   <Sociology>
   Library has: 1978(29)-1987(38) [046]

BULLETIN OF CONCERNED ASIAN SCHOLARS (Q).
   BCAS, 3239 9th Street, Boulder, CO 80304-2112
   <Social Sciences> <Area Studies> <Asia>
   Library has: 1979(11)-1996(28) + [047]

BULLETIN OF MADRAS DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR SERIES (M).
   Madras Institute of Development Studies, Madras
   <Social Sciences> <Economics> <Political Science>
   Library has: 1973(3),1979(9),1980(10)1-6,9-12,1981(11)-1984(14)4,6,9,
   11,1985(15)1-9,11-12,1986(16)-1992(22)1-10,12,1993(23)
   2,4,7,8,11,12 [048]

BULLETIN OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA (Q).
   Anthropological Survey of India, Calcutta
   <Anthropology> <sociology>
   Library has: 1959(8)1,2,1969(9)1.2,1961(10)1,2,1962(11)-1968(17) [049]
BULLETIN OF THE CENTRE FOR WOMEN’S DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (H/Y).
Centre for Women’s Development Studies, New Delhi
<Women’s Studies>
Library has : 1984(2)1-2, 1985(3)1, 1989(5)-1991(7)

[050]

BUSINESS INDIA (F).
Nadia Building, 17/19 Dalal Street, Bombay 400 001
<Commerce>
Library has : 1986(215)-1996(491) +

[051]

CEPAL REVIEW (3/Y).
Economic Commission for Latin America
<Economics>
Library has : 1978(5)-1996(58) +

[052]

CALCUTTA HISTORICAL JOURNAL (H/Y).
university of Calcutta, Department of History
<History>
Library has : 1982(7)-1995(17) +

[053]

CALCUTTA LABOUR DIGEST (M).
INFOLABOUR, 24 Jyotish Roy Road, Calcutta 700 053
<Labour Economics>
Library has : 1994(1)-1996(3) +

[054]

CALCUTTA REVIEW (Q).
University of Calcutta, Calcutta
<Social Sciences>
Library has : 1976/77(2)2-4, 1977/78(3)-1979/80(5)1-2

[055]

CAMBRIDGE JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (B/M).
Road, London NW1 7DX
<Economics>
Library has : 1977(1)-1996(20) +

[056]

CANADIAN GEOGRAPHER (Q).
Canadian Association of Geographers, Burnside Hill, McGill
University, Montreal
<Geography> <Area Studies>
Library has : 1978(22)-1980(24)

[057]
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (Q).
   Canadian Economics Association, University of Toronto
   Press, Toronto
   <Economics>
Library has : 1986(19)-1987(20)
[058]

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (Q).
   Canadian Political Science Association, University of Ottawa, 12
   Henderson Avenue, Ottawa
   <Political Science>
Library has : 1980(13)-1982(15)
[059]

CAPITAL AND CLASS (3/Y).
   Conference of Socialist Economist, 25 Horsell Road, London N5 IXL
   <Political Science>
Library has : 1977(1)-1996(20) +
[060]

CARTOGRAPHICA.
   University of Calgary, Dept. of Geography, Canada
   <Geography>
Library has : 1995(32) +
[061]

CHATURANGA : BENGALI JOURNAL (M).
   Antaranga Prakashani, 44 Sitaram Ghosh Street, Calcutta 700 009
   <Bengali Literature>
Library has : 1986(8-12),1987-1993(1-3,5-10)
[062]

CHINA QUARTERLY (Q).
   Thornhaugh Street, Russel Square, London WC1H OXIS
   <Sociology> <Economics> <Political Science>
Library has : 1978(73)-1980(84),1985(101-04),1988(113)-1996(147) +
   [FROM 2000 DISCONTINUED]
[063]

CHINESE ECONOMIC STUDIES (Q).
   M E Sharpe Inc., 80 Business Park, Armonk, NY 10504
   <Economics>
Library has : 1974/75(8)3,4,1975/76(9)-1989/90(23)1-2
[064]

CHINESE SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY (Q).
   M E Sharpe, Inc., 80 Business Park, Armonk, NY 10504
   <Sociology> <Anthropology>
[065]
COLUMBIA JOURNAL OF WORLD BUSINESS (Q).
Columbia University, 315 Uris Hall, New York, NY 10027
<Commerce> <Business Studies>
Library has: 1980(15)-1992(27)3-4,1993(28)2
[066]

COMPANY NEWS AND NOTES; A JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMPANY AFFAIRS (M).
Paryabaran Bhawan, 2nd Floor, B4, CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi 110 003
<Commerce> <Business Studies>
Library has: 1975(13)-1995/96(33) +
[067]

COMPARATIVE POLITICS (Q).
City University of New York, 49 Sheridan Avenue, New York 12201-1413
<Political Science>
Library has: 1973/74(6)2-4,1974/75(7)-1995/96(28) +
[068]

COMPARATIVE STUDIES IN SOCIETY AND HISTORY (Q).
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011
<Sociology> <History>
Library has: 1982(24)-1996(38) +
[069]

CONTRIBUTIONS TO INDIAN SOCIOLOGY (B/A).
Sage Publications, Greater Kailash Market, New Delhi 110 048
<Sociology>
Library has: 1957(1)-1966(9),1968(2),1972(6)-1996(30) +
[070]

CONTRIBUTIONS TO POLITICAL ECONOMY (A).
Academica Press, 24-28 Oval Road, London NW1 7DX
<Political Science> <Economics>
Library has: 1982(1)-1995(14) +
[071]

CRESSIDA TRANSACTIONS (H/Y).
Chaturanga Flat No.3, 32 Gobinda Auddy Road, Calcutta 700 027
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1981(1)-1983/84(3)
[072]

CRITICAL INQUIRY (Q).
Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637
<Cultural Studies>
Library has: 1994(20) +

CRITIQUE OF ANTHROPOLOGY (Q).
6 Bonhill Street, London EC 2A 4PU
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1991(11)-1996(16) +

CULTURAL CRITIQUE (3/Y).
Oxford University Press, 2001 Evans Road, Cary NC 27513
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1985(1)-1997(35) +

CULTURAL STUDIES (Q).
Library has: 2000(14) +

CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY (5/Y).
University of Chicago Press, 5720 S Woodlawn Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, 60637
<Anthropology>

CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS (Q).
Farmingdale, New York
<Africa> <Area Studies> <Bibliography>
Library has: 1977/78(10)-1978/79(11)

CURRENT LITERATURE ON SCIENCE OF SCIENCES (M).
National Institute of Science & Technology and Development Studies, Dr K S Krishnan Marg, New Delhi 110 012
<Science and Technology>

CURRENT SOCIOLOGY (3/Y).
Journal of the International Sociological Association, Toronto
<Sociology>
Library has: 1978(26)-1980(28), 1985(33)-1993(41)
DAEDALUS (Q).
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 165 Allandale Street,
Boston
<Sciences>
Library has: 1978(107)-1979(108)1,1980(109)2-4
[081]

DALIT VOICE (F).
109/7th Cross Palace, Lower Orchards, Bangalore 560 003
<Sociology>
Library has: 1982/83(2)1-6, 1983/84(3)6-16, 18-24, 1984/85(4)-1996/
97(1-6) +
[082]

DATA INDIA (Q).
Press Trust of India, PTI Building, 4 Sansad Marg,
New Delhi 110 001
<Political Science> <Current Affairs>
Library has: 1989-1996 +
[083]

DATAQUEST (M).
Cyber Media India, 74 Panchsheel Enclave, New Delhi 110 007
<Computer Science>
[084]

DECCAN GEOGRAPHER (H/Y).
Research Journal of Deccan Geographical Society, Pune
<Geography> <Area Studies>
(32)-1996(34) +
[085]

DEVELOPING ECONOMICS (Q).
Institute of Developing Economics, 42 Ichigaya Hommura Cho
Shimjukae ku, Tokyo 162
<Economics>
Library has: 1974(12)-1996(34) +
[086]

DEVELOPMENT DIGEST (Q).
Washington
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1975(13)-1982(20)1-2, 1983(21)1-2
[087]

DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE (Q).
Basil Blackwell, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF
<Sociology> <Political Science>
Library has: 1978(9)-1980(11), 1995(26) +
[088]
DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE (H/Y).
Budapest
<Sociology>
Library has: 1981(2)-1988(9)
[089]

DIACRITICS (Q).
John Hopkins University Press, Maryland 21211
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1996(26) +
[090]

DIALECTICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Q).
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1982/83(7)-1996/97(21) +
[091]

DIRECTION OF TRADE STATISTICS (M).
International Monetary Fund, Washington DC 30431
<Statistics> <International Trade>
Library has: 1978-1996 +
[092]

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION ON ASIA (H/Y).
Association for Asian Studies, Michigan
<Bibliography> <Asia>
[093]

DOCUMENTATION (F).
Title changed as 'Parliamentary Documentation' from 1989, Lok Sabha Secretariat, Parliament House Annexe, New Delhi 110 001
<Bibliography> <India>
Library has: 1986(12)-1988(14)
[094]

DOCUMENTATION IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (Q).
Indian Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi
/Public Administration>
[095]

DOWN TO EARTH (F).
Society for Environmental Communication, New Delhi
<Environment>
Library has: 1994(3)-1996(5) +
[096]

EAST ASIAN CULTURAL STUDIES (Q).
Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies, Tokyo
<Asia> <Area Studies>
Library has: 1962(1), 1985(24)-1990(29)
[097]
EASTERN ANTHROPOLOGIST (Q).
Ethnographic and Folk Culture Society, Lucknow
Anthropology Ethnography Folk Culture
Library has: 1985(38)-1996(49) +
[098]

ECONOMETRICA (B/M).
288 Main Street, Cambridge MA 02142
Economics
[099]

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURAL CHANGE (Q).
University of Chicago, Research Centre in Economic Development and Cultural Change, Chicago
Economics Political Science
Library has: 1973/74(22)2-4,1974/75(23)-1978/79(27)
[100]

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (Q).
950 Main Street, Worcester MA 01610
Geography
Library has: 1974(50)-1996/97(72) +
[101] Discontinued from 2000

ECONOMIC HISTORY REVIEW (Q).
Broadwater Press, Welwyn Garden City, Hartfordshire
Economics
Library has: 1974(27)-1991(44),1996(49) +
[102]

ECONOMIC JOURNAL (Q).
108 Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4 1JF
Economics

ECONOMIC WEEKLY (W).
Continued by 'Economic & Political Weekly'
Political Science
Library has: 1951(3)1-4,6-15,17-46,1952(4)1-23,25-42,44-52,1953(5)
1-19,21-22,24-26,28-37,39-45,48-50,1954(6)-1957(9),
1958(10)1,3-52,1959(11)1-9,11-18,20-39,41-47,49-52,
1960(12)1-7,9-17,19-20,22-23,35-36,38-47,49,5152,1961
(13)1-9,11-12,15-21,24,26,30-52,1962(14)1-3,8,10-30,
(16)1-2,4-24,26-39,41-48,50-52,1965(17)1-7,9-10,20,
22-29,31-52
[104]
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (W).
Hitkari House, 284 Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai 400 001
<Economics> <Political Science>
[105]

ECONOMICA (Q).
Pub by Suntory-Toyota International Centre for Economics and related Disciplines on behalf of London School of Economics, Clevedon
<Economics> <Econometrics>
Library has: 1974(41)-1996(63) +
[106]

ECONOMICS OF PLANNING (3/Y).
Centre for Russian and East European Studies, University of Birmingham, Birmingham
<Economics> <Planning>
Library has: 1978(14)-1980(16)
[107]

ECONOMIST (W).
25 St James Street, London SWIA IHG
<Economics> <Political Science>
Library has: 1974(251)-1996(325) +
[108]

ECONOMY AND SOCIETY (Q).
11 New Fetter Lane, London, EC4P4EE
<Economics> <Planning> <Sociology>
Library has: 1974(3)-1996(25) +
[109]

EKISTICS (B/M).
Athens Centre for Ekistics, Athens
<Human Settlement>
Library has: 1985(52)-1988(55)
[110]

ELECTRONICS INFORMATION AND PLANNING (M).
Dept. of Electronics, Economic Policy and Planning Division, Electronics Niketan, 6 C G O Complex, New Delhi 110 003
<Electronics> <Production Economics>
[111]
ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING (M).
Pion Ltd., 207 Bondesbury Park, London NW2
<Environment>
Library has: 1978(5)1-2, 1979(6)-1980(7) [112]

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH (B/M).
Academic Press, San Diego
<Environment> <Economics> Engineering>
Library has: 1978(15-16), 1979(18-20) [113]

ETHICS; AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND LEGAL
PHILOSOPHY (Q).
University of Chicago Press, Chicago
<Political Science> <Philosophy>
Library has: 1994(105)-1997(107) + [114]

FAI ABSTRACT SERVICE (M).
Fertiliser Association of India, 10 Shaheed Jit Singh Marg,
New Delhi 110 067
<Agriculture> <Economics> <Bibliography> <Abstracts>
Library has: 1978(18)-1997(37)1-3-7 + [115]

FAO MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS (M).
Food and Agriculture Organizations, Roma
<Agriculture> <Statistics>
Library has: 1983(6)-1985(8)3-12, 1986(9)1-3 [116]

FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW (W).
25/F Citicorp Centre, 18 Whitefield Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
<Economics> <Political Science> <Current Affairs>
Library has: 1975(87)9-1997(160)1-7 + [117]

FERTILIZER MARKETING NEWS (M).
Fertilizer Association of India, 10 Shaheed Jit Singh Marg,
New Delhi 110 067
<Agriculture> <Statistics>
Library has: 1978(9)-1993(24) + [118]

FERTILIZER NEWS (M).
Fertilizer Association of India, 10 Shaheed Jit Singh Marg,
New Delhi 110 067
<Agriculture> <Statistics>
Library has: 1980(25)-1996(41) + [119]
FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT (Q).
   International Monetary Fund, Washington
   <Financial Economics>
Library has : 1975(12)-1987(24)
[120]

FINANCE INDIA (Q).
   Indian Institute of Finance, 8-3/83 Ashok Vihar II,
   New Delhi 110 052
   <Financial Economics>
Library has : 1994(8)-1997(11)-2 +
[121]

FOREIGN AFFAIRS (5/Y).
   Council on Foreign Relations, New York 10021
   <Political Science>
Library has : 1977/78(56)2-4, 1978/79(57)1, 1979/80(58)4, 5, 1980/81(59)
   2-5, 1981/82(60)1-2
[122]

FOREIGN TRADE STATISTICS OF INDIA (M).
   Ministry of Commerce, 1 Council House Street, Calcutta 700 001
   <International Trade> <Statistics>
Library has : 1990(4-12), 1991-1996 +
[123]

FRONTIER (W).
   Germinal Publications, 61 Mott Lane, Calcutta 700 013
   <Sociology> <Current Affairs>
   (29) +
[124]

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES ON CHILDREN (Q).
   Ministry of Social Welfare, New Delhi
   <Child Development> <Sociology>
[125]

GEOGRAPHICAL ABSTRACT (B/M).
   Regency House, 34 Duke Street, Norwich NR3 3AP
   <Geography> <Abstract>
Library has : 1978-1980
[126]

GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL (3/Y).
   Royal Geographical society, London
   <Geography>
Library has : 1974(140)-1990(156)
[127]
GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW (Q).
American Geographical Society, New York
<Geography>
Library has: 1974(64)
[128]

GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW OF INDIA (Q).
Geographical Society of India, Dept. of Geography, University of Calcutta, Calcutta
<Geography>
Library has: 1974(36)-1996(58) +
[129]

GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION (Q).
London School of Economics and Political Science, Houghton St. London WC 2
<Political Science>
[130]

GRANMA (W).
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba, Plaza de la Revolucion, Havana
Political Science, Cuba
Library has: 1982(17)-1991(26)
[131]

GUIDE TO INDIAN PERIODICAL LITERATURE (Q).
Indian Documentation Service, Gurgaon, Haryana
Bibliography, Periodicals
Library has: 1985(22)-1996(33) +
[132]

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW (B/M).
Harvard University, Graduate School of Business Administration, Boston MA 02163
Business Studies, Management Sciences
Library has: 1980(58)5-6, 1981(59)1-3
[133]

HISTORICAL JOURNAL (Q).
Cambridge Historical Society, Cambridge University Press, Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU
History
Library has: 1974(17)
[134]

HISTORY TODAY (M).
83-84 Berwick Street, London WIV 3PI
History
Library has : 1974(24),1978(28)-1979(29)
[135]

HISTORY WORKSHOP JOURNAL (H/Y).
University of East London, Dept. of Cultural Studies, Longbridge Road, Essex RMB 2AS
<!--History-->
Library has : 1977(3)-1996(42) +
[136]

HISTORY AND THEORY (Q).
Wesleyan University, Middletown CT06457
<!--History-->
[137]

HISTORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY (Q).
Duke University, Dept. of Economics, Durham
<!--Economics-->
Library has : 1993(25)-1996(28) +
[138]

HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (H/Y).
Hitotsubashi University, Hitotsubashi Academy, 2-1 Naka Kunitachi, Tokyo
<!--Economics-->
Library has : 1973/74(14),1979/80(20)-1996(37) +
[139]

HUMAN FUTURES (Q).
New Delhi
<!--Sociology-->
Library has : 1978(1)-1980(3)
[140]

HUMAN RIGHTS QUARTERLY (Q).
Johns Hopkins University Press, Journals Publishing Division 701 W. Baltimore
<!--Human Rights-->
Library has : 1985(7)-1988(9)
[141]

HUMANITIES INDEX (Q).
H W Wilson, 950 University Avenue, Bronx, N Y 10452
<!--Social Sciences-->
Library has : 1974/75(1)-1983/84(9),1992/93(19),1993/94(20)4,1994/95 (21)1-3
[142]

IASLIC BULLETIN (Q).
Indian Association of Special Libraries and Information Centres, Calcutta
<!--Library & Information Science-->
Library has : 1973(18)-1995(40) +
[143]
IASSI QUARTERLY BULLETIN (Q).
Indian Association of Social Science Institutions, Hyderabad
<Social Sciences>
[144]

IASSI QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER (Q).
Indian Association of Social Science Institutions, Hyderabad
<Social Sciences>
[145]

ICRA BULLETIN: MONEY & FINANCE (Q).
Library has: 1997(No.1)
[146]

ICSSR JOURNAL OF ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS: ECONOMICS (H/Y).
Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
<Economics>
Library has: 1973(3), 1977(7) – 1983(13)
[147]

ICSSR JOURNAL OF ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS: GEOGRAPHY (H/Y).
Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
<Geography>
Library has: 1975(1) – 1990(16)
[148]

ICSSR JOURNAL OF ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS: POLITICAL SCIENCE (H/Y).
Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
<Political Science>
Library has: 1974(3) – 1985(12)
[149]

ICSSR JOURNAL OF ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS: SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY (H/Y).
Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
<Sociology> <Anthropology>
[150]

ICSSR JOURNAL OF ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS: SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY, CRIMINOLOGY AND SOCIAL WORK (H/Y).
Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
<Sociology> <Anthropology> <Criminology> <Social Work>
Library has: 1972(1) – 1974(3)
[151]

ICSSR NEWSLETTER (Q).
Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1969/70(2) – 1994/95(25) +
[152]
ICSSR RESEARCH ABSTRACTS (Q).
    Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
    <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1981(10)-1996(27) +
[153]

IDS BULLETIN.
    Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex, Brighton
    <Social Sciences>
[154]

IMF SURVEY (F).
    International Monetary Fund, Washington
    <Economics> <financial Economics>
Library has: 1982-1987
[155]

IPE JOURNAL.
    Institute of Public Enterprise, Hyderabad
    <Public Enterprise>
Library has: 1987(10), 1989(12)-1992(15)
[156]

ISIS (5/Y).
    History of Science Society, Philadelphia
    <Science>
Library has: 1978(69)246-50
[157]

IMPACT OF SCIENCE ON SOCIETY (Q).
    Unesco, 7-9 Place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris
    <Sciences>
Library has: 1978(28), 1985(35), 1987(39)
[158]

INDIA INTERNATIONAL CENTRE QUARTERLY (Q).
    India International Centre, 40 Max Muller Marg, New Delhi 110 003
    <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1991(18)-1997(24) +
[159]

INDIA PAST AND PRESENT (H/Y).
    Institute of Historical Research, 9 New Marine Lines, Bombay
    <History> <India>
Library has: 1984(1)-1987(4)
[160]

INDIAN ANTHROPOLOGIST (H/Y).
    Indian Anthropological Association, University of Delhi, Dept. of Anthropology, Delhi
    <Anthropology>
Library has: 1976(6)-1980(10)
[161]

INDIAN BOOK CHRONICLE (F).
    New Delhi
    <Bibliography> <Book Review>
[162]
INDIAN DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS (Q).
  NASSDOC, Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
  <Social Science> <Bibliography>
[163]

INDIAN ECONOMIC JOURNAL (Q).
  Bombay University, Dept. of Economics, Bombay
  <Economics>
[164]

INDIAN ECONOMIC REVIEW (H/Y).
  Journal of the Delhi School of Economics, Delhi
  <Economics>
Library has: 1979(14)1-2, 1981(16)
[165]

INDIAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY REVIEW (Q).
  Indian Economic and Social History Association, Delhi
  <Economic History> <India>
Library has: 1963/64(1)-1997(34) +
[166]

INDIAN HISTORICAL REVIEW (H/Y).
  Indian Council of Historical Research
  <History>
Library has: 1974(1)-1995/96(21) +
[167]

INDIAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (Q).
  Indian Society of Agricultural Economics
  <Agriculture> <Economics>
Library has: 1973(28)-1997(52) +
[168]

INDIAN JOURNAL OF GENDER STUDIES (H/Y).
  Centre for Women Development Studies, New Delhi
  <Women’s Studies>
Library has: 1994(1)-1997(4) +
[169]

INDIAN JOURNAL OF LABOUR ECONOMICS (Q).
  Indian Society of Labour Economics, Institute of Applied Manpower Research, New Delhi 110 002
  <Labour Economics> <Economics>
[170]

INDIAN JOURNAL OF LINGUISTICS (H/Y).
  West Bengal Institute of Linguistics, Bangiya Vijnan Parishad,
  P 23 Raja Rajkrishna Street, Calcutta 700 076
  <Linguistics>
Library has: 1974(1)-1986(13)
[171]
INDIAN LITERATURE (Q).
    Sahitya Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, New Delhi
    <Literature>
    Library has : 1973(16)
    [182]

INDIAN PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY (Q).
    University of Poona, Dept. of Philosophy, Pune 411 007
    <Philosophy>
    [183]

INDIAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW (H/Y).
    <Political Science>
    Library has : 1974(8)-1984(18)
    [184]

INDIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS.
    Sage Publications, New Delhi for ICSSR, New Delhi
    <Psychology>
    Library has : 1972(1)-1979(14), 1980(17)-1985(23)
    [185]

INDIAN SILK (M).
    Central Silk Board, Bangalore 560 001
    <Silk Industry>
    Library has : 1991/92(30)-1996/97(35) +
    [186]

INDIAN STUDIES : PAST AND PRESENT (Q).
    3 Sambhunath Pandit Street, Calcutta
    <Sociology>
    Library has : 1972/73(14)-1973/74(15)
    [187]

INDO-BRITISH REVIEW (Q).
    Indo British Historical Society, 4 Rajaram Mehta Avenue, Madras
    <Sociology> <Foreign Relations>
    Library has : 1975(5)2-4, 1976(6), 1977(7)1-2
    [188]

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY LAW REPORTER (Q).
    Trade Marks, Patents, Designs & Copyright Owners Association of India, Mumbai 400 001
    <Law> <Industrial Law> <Trade Marks>
    Library has : 1980/81(5)-1997(22) +
    [189]

INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT (Q).
    Mansell Publication, All Saints Street, London
    <Information Science>
    Library has : 1985(1)-1986(2)
    [190]
INQUIRY (Q).
Norwegian University Press, Kolstadgt 1, Oslo
<Philosophy>
Library has: 1978(21)-1985(28) [191]

INTERFACES (Q).
Institute of Management Sciences, 290 Westminster Street, Providence
<Management Science>
Library has: 1977/78(8) [192]

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (M).
Vsesoyuznoe Obschestvo Znanie, Proezd Serpova, Moscow
<Political Science> <International Relations>

INTERNATIONAL AFRICAN BIBLIOGRAPHY (Q).
London
<Africa> <Bibliography>
Library has: 1978(8)-1979(9), 1981(11)2-4, 1985(15)-1986(16) [194]

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL STATISTICS (M).
International Monetary Fund, Washington
<Financial Statistics>
Library has: 1983(36)-1984(37)1-2, 1987(40)10-12,1988(41)-1996(49) + [195]

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF DEVELOPMENT BANKING (H/Y).
<Banking>
Library has: 1983(1)-1986(4) [196]

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF DRAVIDIAN LINGUISTICS (H/Y).
Dravidian Linguistics Association, Trivandrum 695 586
<Linguistics>
Library has: 1979(8)-1981(10) [197]

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (B/M).
Gordon & Breach, London WC2E 9PX
<Environment> <Geography>
Library has: 1980(1)-1986(2), 1988(4)-1995(1) [198]
JOURNAL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY HISTORY (Q).
   26 Linnaean Street, Cambridge
   <History>
Library has: 1997(28) +
[237]

JOURNAL OF INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISE (Q).
   Institute of Public Enterprise, Osmania University Campus,
   Hyderabad 500 007
   <Public Enterprise> <Management>
Library has: 1986(9)-1987(10),1989(12)-1996(19) +
[238]

JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS STUDIES (Q).
   Academy of International Business, University of Hawaii, Honolulu
   <Management> <Economics>
Library has: 1968(24)-1974(30)
[252]

JOURNAL OF SOCIAL STUDIES (Q).
   Centre for Social Studies, University of Dacca, Dacca
   <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1978(2)-1988(4)
[253]

JOURNAL OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STUDIES (H/Y).
   Patna
   <Economics> <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1973(1)-1974(2)
[254]

JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES (A).
   University of Jodhpur, Department of Sociology
   <Sociology>
Library has: 1982(1)-1990(9)
[255]
JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN AFRICAN STUDIES (H/Y).
Carfax Publishing, Abingdon, Oxfordshire
<South Africa> <Demography> <Area Studies>
Library has: 1979/80(6)-1997(23) +
[256] [DISCONTINUED FROM 2000]

JOURNAL OF TROPICAL GEOGRAPHY (H/Y).
Superseded by Singapore Journal of Tropical Geography from 1980
<Geography>
Library has: 1974(38)1977(44),1979(46)
[257]

JOURNAL OF WORLD TRADE (B/M).
Kluwer Law International, Geneva
<international Trade> <Law>
[258]

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION (Q).
American Statistical Association, Washington
<Statistics>
Library has: 1978(73)-1980(75)
[259]

JOURNAL OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BOMBAY (IRR).
Asiatic Society of Bombay, Bombay
<History> <Sociology>
Library has: 1950(26)-1963(38),1966(41-42)
[260]

E J Brill, Post Box 9000, 2300 PA Leiden
<Economics> <History> <Oriental Studies>
Library has: 1978(21),1985(28),1987(30)-1995(38)
[261]

JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF IDEAS (Q).
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2715 North Charles Street, Baltimore
<Sociology> <History> <Political Science>
Library has: 1974(35)-1990(51)1-3,1996(57) +
[262]

JOURNAL OF THE INDIAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY (H/Y).
Indian Anthropological Society, 27 Jawaharlal Nehru Road,
Calcutta 700 016
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1973(8)-1996(31) +
[263]

JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF BANGLADESH STUDIES (A).
Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Dacca
<Social Sciences> <Bangladesh> <Area Studies>
[264]

JOURNAL OF THE LAL BAHADUR SHAHSTRI NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ADMINISTRATION (Q).
Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration, Mussorie
<Management Sciences>
[265]
JOURNAL OF THE NORTH EAST INDIA COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH (H/Y).
North East India Council for Social Science Research, Shillong
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1977(1)-1993(17) +
[266]

JOURNAL OF THE OPERATIONAL RESEARCH SOCIETY (M).
Operation Research Society, New York
<Operation Research> <Statistics>
Library has: 1978(29)-1979(30)
[267]

JOURNAL OF THE PATENT OFFICE TECHNICAL SOCIETY (H/Y).
Patent Office, Calcutta
<Patents>
Library has: 1968(2)-1980(14)
[268]

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL STATISTICAL SOCIETY (3/Y).
Royal Statistical Society, London
<Statistics>
Library has: A:1978(41), B:1978(40), C:1978(27)
[269]

JOURNAL OF THE SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES (H/Y).
Jawaharlal Nehru University, School of Languages, New Delhi
<Linguistics>
Library has: 1973/74(1)
[270]

KABUR TIMES.
Afganistan
<current Trends> <Afganistan>
Library has: 1962(June, Nov), 1963(Jan-Sept)
[271]

KAPITALISTATE (Y).
California
<Political Science> <Sociology>
Library has: 1981-1983
[272]

KHADI GROMODYOG (M).
Khadi & Village Industries Commission, Bombay
<Rural Economics> <Khadi>
Library has: 1979/80(26)4-1985/86(33)1-8
[273]

KYKLOS (Q).
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1985(38)-1987(40)
[274]

LALIT KALA (Q).
Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi
<Art> <Architecture>
Library has: 1955/56(1-2), 1959(6), 1960(8), 1961(10), 1969(14)
[275]
LAND ECONOMICS (Q).
University of Wisconsin, Land Tenure Centre, Madison
Library has: 1974(50)-1975(51)
[276]

LATIN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES (Q).
New Delhi
Library has: 1980(7)-1991(18)
[277]

LATIN AMERICAN RESEARCH REVIEW (3/Y).
California
[278]

LAW AND STATE (H/Y).
Scientific Co-operation, Vogtshaldenstrasse 24, Tubingen
Library has: 1978(17)-1988(38), 1990(41)-1996(53-54)
[279]

LIBRARY BULLETIN.
Tokyo
Library has: 1984(26)4
[280]

LIBRARY SCIENCE WITH A SLANT TO DOCUMENTATION (Q).
Documentation Research Training Centre, Bangalore
Library has: 1973(10)-1975(12)
[281]

LINK (W).
New Delhi
Library has: 1973(16)14-1976(19)21
[282]

THE LITTLE MAGAZINE (Bi/M).
Library has: 2002(3)
[283]

LOK UDYOG (M).
Bureau of Public Enterprises and Public Sector, Lok Udyog Bhavan, Lodi Road, New Delhi
Library has: 1974/75(8)9-1985(19)
[284]

LOOK JAPAN (M).
Tokyo
[285]
MAINSTREAM (W).
Sewak House, New Delhi
<Political Science> <Economics> <Sociology>
Library has: 1973(11)-1997(35) +
[286]

MAN AND LIFE (H/Y).
Institute of Social Research & Applied Anthropology, Bidisa, Midnapur
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1975(5)
[287]

MAN IN INDIA (Q).
18 Church Road, Ranchi
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1973(53)-1997(77) +
[288]

MAN (Q).
Journal of the Anthropological Society, London
<Anthropology>
Library has: 1981(16)-1996(31) +
[289]

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (M).
Institute of Management Sciences, 290 Westminster Street, Providence
<Management Sciences>
Library has: 1977/78(24)-1979/80(25)
[290]

MANAGEMENT AND LABOUR STUDIES (Q).
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
<Management Sciences> <Labour Economics> <Industrial Relations>
Library has: 1985(10)1,2,1986(11)1,3-4,1987(12)1,4,1988(13)1-2, 1989(14)2-4
[291]

MANAGEMENT IN GOVERNMENT (Q).
Dept. of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances, Sardar Patel Bhavan, New Delhi
/Public Administration>
Library has: 1973/74(5)-1974/75(6)
[292]

MANUSHI; A JOURNAL ABOUT WOMEN AND SOCIETY (B/M).
Manushi, Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi 110 024
<Women’s Studies>
Library has: 1989-1996 +
[293]

MARXISM TODAY (M).
Communist Party of Great Britain, 16 St John Street, London
<Marxist Studies> <Social Sciences> <Political Sciences>
Library has: 1974(18)-1976(20)
[294]
MARXIST MISCELLANY (Q).
Communist Party of India, Ajay Bhavan, New Delhi
<Marxist Studies> <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1973(1)-1979(18)
[295]

MATHEMATICS OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH (Q).
New York
<Mathematics> <Operations Research>
Library has: 1978(3)
[296]

MEDIEVAL HISTORY JOURNAL (H/Y).
Library has: 2000(3)
[297]

MIDDLE EAST JOURNAL (Q).
Middle East Institute, 1761 N Street, Washington
<Middle East> <Political Science> <Area Studies>
Library has: 1974(28)-1979(15)
[298]

MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES (3/Y).
G K Hall, London
<Middle East> <Area Studies>
Library has: 1978(14)-1979(15)
[299]

MINERVA, A REVIEW OF SCIENCE, POLICY AND LEARNING (Q).
International Council on the Future of the University,
Compton Terrace, London
<Education>
Library has: 1978(16), 1981(19)-1985(23)
[300]

MODERN ASIAN STUDIES (Q).
Cambridge University Press, Edinburgh, Shaftsbury Rd, Cambridge
<Asia> <Oriental Studies> <Area Studies>
Library has: 1974(8)-1997(31) +
[301]

MODERN CHINA (Q).
Sage Publications, Banner Street, London
<China> <Political Science>
[302] [DISCONTINUED FROM 1996]

MODERN LAW AND SOCIETY (H/Y).
Institute for Scientific Co-operation, Landhausstr
<Law> <Sociology>
Library has: 1984(17)2, 1986(19)2-1989(22)1
[303]

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF STATISTICS (M).
Central Statistical Organisation, Dept. of Statistics, Ministry of Planning, New Delhi 110 001
<Statistics>
1989(42)1-8, 10-12, 1990(43)2-4, 12, 1991(44)-1997(50) +
[304]
NATIONAL RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT (H/Y).
    Stuttgart, W Germany
    <Geography>
Library has : (4-6) [314]

NEW AGE (W).
    New Age Printing Press, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi
    <Political Science> <Current Trends> <India>
Library has : 1974(22)-1997(45) + [315]

NEW HUNGARIAN QUARTERLY (Q).
    Budapest
    <Hungary>
Library has : 1975(16)-1977(18) [316]

NEW LEFT REVIEW (B/M).
    6 Meard Street, London
    <Marxist Studies> <Political Science>
Library has : 1974(83)-1997(222) + [317]

NEW SCIENTIST (W).
    I P C Magazine, Kings Reach Tower, Stanford Street, London
    <Sciences>
Library has : 1981(89)-1992(24) [318]

NEW WAVE (W).
    New Delhi
    <Social Sciences>
Library has : 1977(7)-1990(19)31 [319]

NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS (20/Y).
    250 West 57th Street, New York
    <Book Reviews> <Bibliography>
Library has : 1975(22)-1997(44) + [320]

NEWSWEEK (W).
    New York
    <Current Trends>
Library has : 1973-1982 [321]

NINETEENTH CENTURY STUDIES (Q).
    Bibliographic Research Centre, Calcutta
    <Book Reviews> <Sociology>
Library has : 1973-1975 [322]

NORTH EASTERN AFFAIRS (Q).
    North Eastern council, Shillong
    <Sociology>
Library has : 1973(2)1-1974(3)2-3,1975(4)1-3 [323]
OECD OBSERVER (B/M).
OECD, Paris
<Economics> <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1982(118)-1997(206)
[324]

OPERATIONS RESEARCH (B/M).
Baltimore
<Operations Research>
Library has: 1978(26)-1979(27)
[325]

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION ON PROPOSED PROJECT (M).
Manila
<Project Management>
Library has: 1979(9-12),1980(1,10-12)
[326]

ORACLE (Q).
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1984(6)1,1985(7)1,1986(8)1-2
[327]

ORBIS: JOURNAL OF WORLD AFFAIRS (Q).
Foreign Policy Research Institute, Market Street, Philadelphia
<Current Trends> <Political Sciences>
Library has: 1977/78(21)4,1978/79(22)-1979(23)3
[328]

ORGANISER (W).
Sanskriti Bhavan, Deshbandhu Gupta Road, New Delhi
<Political Science> <India>
Library has: 1975(28)28-1997(48) +
[329]

ORIENTAL GEOGRAPHER (H/Y).
Bangladesh Geographical Society, University of Dacca, Dept. of Geography, Dacca
<Geography>
[330]

ORISSA ECONOMIC JOURNAL (Q).
Cuttack
<Economics> <Statistics>
Library has: 1968(1)1-2,1969(2)-1974(7)
[331]

OXFORD ECONOMIC PAPERS (3/Y).
Wallen Street, Oxford OX2 6DP
<Economics>
[332]

P S: POLITICAL SCIENCE & POLITICS (Q).
American Political Science Association, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, Washington
<Political Science>
Library has: 1974(7)-1982(15),1986(19)2-4,1987(20) +
[333]
PAIS BULLETIN (Q).
   Public Affairs Information Service, New York Public Library, New York
   <Public Affairs> <Public Administration> <Abstracts>
Library has : 1986(72)7-10,13-16,1987(73)7-8,1987/88(74)1,2,1989/90 (76) + [334]

PAIS INTERNATIONAL (M).
   Public Affairs Information Service, New York Public Library, New York
   <Public Affairs>
Library has : 1992(2)-1995(5) + [335]

PACIFIC AFFAIRS (Q).
   University of British Columbia, Vancouver
   <Political Science> <Economics>
Library has : 1977/78(50)-1979/89(52),1982/83(55)-1984/85(57)1-2 [336]

PARISANKHYAN (Q).
   Calcutta
   <Economics> <Statistics> <Econometrics>
Library has : 1969/70(1)-1971/72(3) [337]

PARLIAMENTARY DOCUMENTATION (F).
   Lok Sabha Secretariat, Parliament House, New Delhi
   <Political Science> <India>
Library has : 1989(15) + [338]

PARNASSUS (H/Y).
   Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
   <Humanities> <Social Sciences>
Library has : 1976(6) [339]

PAST AND PRESENT (Q).
   Oxford University Press, Walton Street, Oxford
   <History>
Library has : 1974(65)-1994(154) + [340]

PEOPLES DEMOCRACY (W).
   Communist Party of India (Marxist), 14 Ashoke Road, New Delhi
   <Political Science> <India>
Library has : 1973(9)44-1976(12),1977(13)-1997(22) + [341]

POINT COUNTERPOINT (F).
   Calcutta
   <India> <Political Science>
Library has : 1986(1)5-1986(2)11 [342]
POLITICA INTERNAZIONALE (H/Y).
   <Political Science. <Social Science>
Library has : 1984(3)2,1985(4)1,1986(5)1-2,1987(6)1
[343]

POLITICAL AFFAIRS (M).
   Communist Party of U S A, New York
   <Marxist Studies> <Political Science>
Library has : 1975(54)9-12,1976(55)-1981(60)
[344]

POLITICAL ECONOMY (H/Y).
   Torino
   <Political Science>
Library has : 1985(1)-1988(4)
[345]

POLITICAL QUARTERLY (Q).
   Basil Blackwell, Cowley Road, Oxford
   <Political Science>
Library has : 1982(53)-1983(54)
[346]

POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW (Q).
   University of Rajasthan, Dept. of Political Science, Jaipur
   <Political Science>
Library has : 1973(12)-1990(29)
[347]

POLITICAL THEORY (Q).
   Sage Publications, Banner Street, London
   <Political Science>
Library has : 1996(24)-1997(25) +
[348]

POLITICS AND SOCIETY (Q).
   2455 Teller road, thousand Oaks, CA91320
   <Political Science> <Social Science> <Sociology>
Library has : 1982(11)-1997(25) +
[349]

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW (Q).
   Population Council, 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, New York
   <Demography> <Social Science>
Library has : 1987(13)-1996(22) +
[350]

PROBLEMS OF COMMUNISM (B/M).
   U S Information Agency, Washington
   <Marxist Studies> <Political Science>
Library has : 1976(25)-1990(39)2-6,1991(40)1-5,1992(41)1-3
[351]

PROBLEMS OF PEACE AND SOCIALISM (M).
   Communist Party of India, Ajoy Bhavan, New Delhi
   <Marxist Studies> <Political Science>
Library has : 1974(2)-1976(5)
[352]
PROCEEDINGS OF THE WORLD BANK CONFERENCE ON DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS (Y).
World Bank, Washington
<Economics>
Library has: 1989, 1990-1996 +
[353]

PROFESSIONAL GEOGRAPHER (Q).
Association of American Geographers, Washington
<Geography>
Library has: 1974(26)-1976(28)
[354]

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (Q).
Basil Blackwell, Cowley Road, Oxford
<Public Administration>
Library has: 1974(52)
[355]

PUBLIC CULTURE (3/Y).
Society for Transnational Cultural Studies, University of Chicago
Press, Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago
<Cultural Studies>
Library has: 1997(9) +
[356]

PUBLIC FINANCE (Q).
Kiel
<Public Finance> <financial Economics>
Library has: 1975(30)
[357]

PUBLIC UNDERTAKINGS: DIGEST OF NEWS AND VIEWS (M).
Indian Institute of Public Enterprise, New Delhi
<Public Enterprise>
Library has: 1986(23)-1996(33) +
[358]

PUNJAB JOURNAL OF POLITICS (H/Y).
Guru Nanak University, Dept. of Political Science, Amritsar
Political Science>
Library has: 1984(8)-1994(18) +
[359]

PURUSARTHA.
Paris
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1977(3), 1980(6)
[360]

QUALITY AND QUANTITY (B/M).
Elsevier Science, 1000 A H Amsterdam
<Economics>
Library has: 1978(12)-1979(13)
[361]

QUARTERLY ECONOMIC REPORT (Q).
Indian Institute of Public Opinion, Jeevan Tara Building, New Delhi
<Economics>
Library has: 1984/85(28)2-4, 1985/86(29)2-4, 1986/87(30)-1991(34)1
[362]
QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (Q).  
MIT Press, 55 Hayward Street, Cambridge  
<Economics>  
Library has: 1974(88)-1984(99), 1990(105)-1997(112) +

REPRESENTATIONS (Q).  
University of California Press, Berkeley Way, Berkeley  
<Humanities> <Sociology>  
Library has: 1993(41)-1996(56) +

RESEARCH POLICY (B/Y).  
Elsevier Science, Amsterdam  
<Research and Development>  
Library has: 1982(11)-1992(21)2-6, 1993(22)2, 5-6, 1994(23)-1995(24)

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA BULLETIN (M).  
Reserve Bank of India, Bombay  
<Financial Economics> <Banking> <India>  
Library has: 1973(27)-1996(50) +

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA : OCCASIONAL PAPERS (H/Y).  
Reserve Bank of India, Bombay  
<Financial Economics> <Banking>  
Library has: 1980(1)-1996(17) +

REVIEW OF BLACK POLITICAL ECONOMY (Q).  
National Economic Association and the Southern Centre for Studies  
in Public Policy, University of Clark Atlanta, 240 Brawley Drive  
<Political Science>  
Library has: 1988/89(17)-1990/91(19)

REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE (H/Y).  
Library has: 1997(2) +

REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES (Q).  
Blackwell, Cowley Road, Oxford  
<Economics>  
Library has: 1986(53)-1996(63) +

REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS (Q).  
Harvard University, Harvard  
<Statistics> <Economics>  
Library has: 1978(60)-1979(61)

REVIEW OF RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMICS (Q).  
238 Main Street, Cambridge  
<Political Science> <Economics>  
Library has: 1975(7)-1996(28) +

[367]
[368]
[369]
[370]
[371]
[372]
[373]
[374]
[375]
[376]
REVIEW (Q).
  Fernand Braudel Centre, Binghamton
  <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1979(2)-1995(18) + [377]

REVOLT STUDIES (H/Y).
  <Political Science>
Library has: 1985(1) [378]

RIND SURVEY (M).
  Bulletin of the Press Institute of India, Research Institute for
  Newspaper Development, Madras
  <Newspaper Management> <Communications>
Library has: 1990(11)-1997(18) + [379]

RURAL SOCIOLOGY (Q).
  Rural Sociological Society, Montana State University, Dept. of
  Sociology, Bozeman
  (Rural Economics> <Sociology>
Library has: 1982(47), 1983(50), 1985(52) [380]

SARVEKSHANA (Q).
  National Sample Survey Organisation, Dept. of Statistics, Ministry
  of Planning & Programme Implementation, Sardar Patel Bhavan, New
  Delhi 110 001
  <Economics> <Statistics>
  (14)1-3, 1991/92(15)-1994/95(18) + [381]

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY: NEWS DIGEST (M).
  Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Delhi
  <Science & Technology>
Library has: 1991(2)-1995(6) + [382]

SCIENCE & PEOPLE (IRR).
  Joshi Adhikari Institute of Social Studies, New Delhi
  <Science & Society>
Library has: 1989(1)1, 1990(2)2, 1993(4)1-2 [383]

SCIENCE & SOCIETY (Q).
  Guilford Publications, 72 Spring Street, New York
  <Marxist Studies>
Library has: 1974(38)-1996(60) + [384] [DISCONTINUED FROM 2000]

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (M).
  415 Madison Avenue, New York
  <Sciences>
Library has: 1979(240)-1996(274) + [385]
SEMINAR (M).
F 46 Malhotra Building, New Delhi
<Social Sciences>
Library has: 1978(168)-1996(448) + [386]

SHAMYA SHAKTI (A).
Centre for Women’s Development Studies, New Delhi [merged with Indian Journal of Gender Studies] <Women’s Studies>
Library has: 1983(1)-1985(2),1989(4)-1992(6) [387]

SHREE PROFIT (W).
Warshaw Pub, New Delhi <Investment Analysis>
Library has: 1986/87(1)42-1988/89(3),1989/90(4)24-1995/96(10) + [388]

SIGNS (Q).
University of Chicago Press, Chicago <Women’s Studies>
Library has: 1994(19)2-4,1994/95(20)-1995/96(21)1 + [389]

SIKH REVIEW (M).
Sikh Cultural Centre, 25A Park Street, Calcutta 700 016 <Sikhism>
Library has: 1990(38)2,5,6,11,1991(39)1,2,4,6-12,1992(40)1,3-6,8-11,1993(41)6-8,10-12,1994(42)-1996(44)3,5-8 + [390]

SINGAPORE JOURNAL OF TROPICAL GEOGRAPHY (H/Y).
National University of Singapore, Dept. of Geography, Singapore [Supersedes in Journal of Tropical Geography] <Geography>
Library has: 1980(1)-1996(17) + [391]

SOCIAL ACTION (Q).
Social Action Trust, 10 Institutional Area, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110 003 <Political Science>
Library has: 1991(41)-1996(46) + [392]

SOCIAL HISTORY (3/Y).
Routledge, 2-6 Boundary Row, London SF1 8HN <History> <Sociology>
Library has: 1979(4),1981(6)-1996(21) + [393]

SOCIAL PRAXIS (Q).
New York <Sociology>
Library has: 1978(5),1981(8) [394]
SOCIAL RESEARCH (Q).
   New School for Social Research, Fifth Avenue, New York
   <Sociology>
   Library has : 1981(48)1-3,1982(49)-1986(53)
   [395]

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROBINGS (Q).
   People’s Publishing House, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi
   <Political Science>
   Library has : 1984(1)2-4,1985(2)-1986(3)
   [396]

SOCIAL SCIENCES IN CHINA (Q).
   Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Guoji Shudian, Beijing
   <Social Sciences> <China>
   [397]

SOCIAL SCIENCES (Q).
   Akademiya Nauk, Moscow
   <Social Sciences>
   Library has : 1974(5)-1995(26)1 +
   [398]

SOCIAL SCIENCES INDEX (Q).
   H W Wilson, 950 University Avenue, Bronx, NY
   <Social Sciences> <Index>
   Library has : 1974/75(1)-1993/94(20)
   [399]

SOCIAL SCIENTIST (M).
   Indian School of Social Sciences, New Delhi
   <Social Sciences>
   Library has : 1973/74(2)-1996(24) +
   [400]

SOCIALIST PERSPECTIVE (Q).
   Council for Political Studies, 140/20E South Sinthee Road,
   Calcutta 700 050
   <Social Sciences>
   Library has : 1973/74(1)-1995/96(23) +
   [401]

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PLANNING SCIENCE (B/M).
   New York
   <Social Sciences>
   Library has : 1978(12)-1979(13)
   [402]

SOCIOLGICAL ABSTRACT (5/Y).
   International Sociological Association, San Diego
   <Sociology>
   [403]

SOCIOLGICAL BULLETIN (H/Y).
   Journal of the Indian Sociological Society, New Delhi 110 067
   <Sociology>
   Library has : 1986(35)-1996(45) +
   [404]
SOCIETY (Q).
  British Sociological Association, West Midlands B93 SEY
  <Sociology>
[405]

SOUTH ASIA BULLETIN (H/Y).
  Duke University, Durham [Continued as Comparative Studies, South Asia, Africa & Mid East Asia]
  <South Asia> <Area Studies> <Sociology>
Library has: 1987(7)-1996(16) +
[406]

SOUTH ASIA RESEARCH (H/Y).
  <South Asia>
Library has: 2001(21)-
[407]

SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES (H/Y).
  University of Punjab, Quaid Ajam Campus, Lahore
  <South Asia> <Area Studies> <Social Sciences>
[408]

SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES (H/Y).
  South Asian Studies Association, University of New England, Dept. of History
  <South Asia> <Area Studies> <History>
[409]

SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES (H/Y).
  South Asia Studies Centre, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur
  <South Asia> <Area Studies> <History>
[410]

SOVIET GEOGRAPHY (10/Y).
  V H Winston, Eastern Avenue, Silver Spring MD 10910
  <Geography>
Library has: 1974(15)-1975(16), 1984(24)
[411]

SOVIET STUDIES (Q).
  Longman Group, London
  <Area Studies> <Economics> <USSR>
Library has: 1985(37)-1991(43)
[412]

SPAN (M).
  USIS, New Delhi
  <USA> <India>
Library has: 1976(17)-1987(28), 1988(19)-1989(29) 1-4, 6-12, 1990(30) 1-2, 4, 8-12, 1991(31) 1-2, 4, 8-12, 1992(32) 1-3, 4-6, 10-12, 1993(33) 1-2, 4, 8-12, 1994(34)-1995(35) 1 +
[413]

STAFF PAPERS : INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (B/Y).
  International Monetary Fund, Washington
  <Financial Economics> <Economics>

STOCK EXCHANGE OFFICIAL DIRECTORY (W).
Stock Exchange Foundation, Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers, Dalal Street, Bombay
<Stock Exchange> <India>
Library has : 1978-1996 + [415]

STUDIES IN FAMILY PLANNING (B/M).
Population Council, One Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, New York
<Family Planning> <Demography> <Population Studies>
Library has : 1990(21)-1996(27) + [416]

STUDIES IN HISTORY (H/Y).
Centre for Historical Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
<History> <Social Sciences>
Library has : 1985(1)-1996(12) + [417]

SURVEY : A JOURNAL OF EAST AND WEST STUDIES (Q).
Institute for European Defence & Strategic Studies, London
<Political Science>
Library has : 1975(21)3-1980(25) + [418]

TAXATION LAW REPORT (M).
All India Reporter, Congress Nagar, Nagpur
<Taxation> <Economics>
Library has : 1978(8)-1995(25) + [419]

TEACHING POLITICS (Q).
University of Delhi, Dept. of Political Science, Delhi
<Political Science> <Education>

THEORY & DECISION (6/Y).
D Reidel Publishing, Dordrecht
<Social Sciences>
Library has : 1974(5) [421]

THEORY & SOCIETY (B/M).
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht
<Sociology>

TRANSACTIONS OF THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN GEOGRAPHER (H/Y).
Institute of Indian Geographers, University of Poona, Dept. of Geography, Pune
<Geography>
Library has : 1979(1)-1994(16) + [423]
UNESCO BULLETIN FOR LIBRARIES (B/M).
  Unesco, Paris
  <Library Science> <Information Science>
Library has: 1974(28)-1978(32) [424]

UNESCO JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SCIENCE.
  Unesco, Paris
  <Library Science> <Information Science> <Archive>
Library has: 1979(1), 1982(4), 1983(5) [425]

UNIVERSITY NEWS (W).
  Association of Indian Universities, 16 Kotla Marg, New Delhi
  <University News> <Education>
Library has: 1987(25)27-52, 1989(27)1996(34) + [426]

URBAN MANAGEMENT.
  Calcutta
  <Urban Economics>
Library has: 1985(1), 1986(1), 1987(1), 1988(1), 1990(1) [427]

VISION (Q).
  Jayaprakash Narayan Institute of Social and Economic Studies,
  Bhubaneswar
  <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1984/85(4)2, 4, 1985/86(5)1, 3-4, 1986/87(6)3, 4, 1987/88

WASHINGTON QURTERLY (Q).
  Centre for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown
  University
  <Political Science>
Library has: 1985-1988 [429]

WORLD BANK ECONOMIC REVIEW (3/Y).
  World Bank, Washington
  <Economics> <World Bank>
Library has: 1986(1)-1989(3)2, 1990(4)-1992(6)1, 1994(8)-1996(10) + [430]

WORLD BANK RESEARCH OBSERVER (H/Y).
  World Bank, Washington
  <World Bank> <Economics>
Library has: 1986(1)-1987(2), 1991(6)1, 1994(9)2-1996(11) + [431]

WORLD DEVELOPMENT (M).
  Elsevier Science, Oxford
  <Social Sciences> <Economics>
  [432] [DISCONTINUED FROM 2001]
WORLD ECONOMIC PROBLEMS (H/Y).
Hanoi
<Economics> <Social Sciences>
Library has: 1985-1988, 1989(1), 1993
[433]

WORLD POLITICS (Q).
Princeton University, Centre of International Studies, Princeton
<Political Science>
Library has: 1978(30)-1979(31), 1985/86(38)
[434]

WORLD TODAY (M).
Royal Institute of International Affairs, Chaitham House, London
<Political Science>
Library has: 1978(34)-1979(35), 1982(38)-1983(39)
[435]

YOJONA (F).
Directorate of Publications, Patiala House, New Delhi
<Economics>
Library has: 1987(31)-1993(37)1-18, 20-24, 1994(38)1-17, 21-24, 1996(40) +
[436]